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Tissue Sparing THA

Adrian J Van Der Rijit pictured below is 

preparing for his first MSA™ Stem in 

Australia (Oct.09). My thanks to Adrian 

providing me an opportunity to visit and 

observe in this case.

All involved are pleased to-date with the 

progress and clinical/surgical results so far. 

This is a new device that holds some real 

promise in moving this concept forward.

I hope the information within helps to provide 

for a new level of outcomes for THA.



Lessons Learned TSI™ Stem  

The work presented here is from many sources and is truly global in its content.

This is a review of design, development and clinical/surgical results to-date on the Tissue 
Sparing Implant™ (TSI™) Stem. patents pending

The  commercial trademarks (ARC™ & MSA™ Stems) from Omnilife science and Global 
Orthopaedic Technology.

+20 intraoperative trials between AU & USA by +10 different surgeons
Anterior, Anterior-Lateral & Posterior Surgical Approaches have been used
Approximately 100 stems implanted in Australia.
5 done as customs to validate design now  2 1/2 year follow-up
Five Cadaver Labs
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Tissue sparing of both hard and soft tissue.
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Mueller and Thompson had the original curve right. Pipino and TSI have similar curves. 
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Curve was good but the shape of the stem was under-designed.
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Short stem trends  reduce length of current stem designs. There is a difference between short stems and neck sparing stems.
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The  TSI™ Stem design (ARC™ & MSA™) save  more bone both medial and lateral.  Micro-plasty requires more bone  removal.
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There are significant differences with short stems and some neck sparing designs. All are not equal.
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Neck Resection- The creation of a neck resection level category  (A,B,C) should help in post-op evaluations.
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Cup position is critical to the overall function of the reconstruction. Anteverted  8-15˚ modular necks could be helpful with  slightly malpositioned cups.
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A curved rasp needs to advance with lateral force on the handle about mid-stem down to reduce varus position.
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One of the first cases in AU very stable fit.
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Yale Cadaver lab
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A curved stem has different techniques for preparation and insertion vs. straight stems.
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You have to work the medial curve!
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Stem shape provides  significant initial stability.
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There is  a learning curve 2-3 cases.
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Intra-operative evaluation is important and conversion to a standard cementless stem can be done without compromise .
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Intra-operative x-ray would have helped.
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We have learned from Pipino experience in both design and technique.
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Don't hesitate to take more neck. Learning curve is  to error on being too long.
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A simple reproducible set of instruments has evolved.
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Pre-op x-rays, intra-operative x-ray and mechanical measurement helps ensure a good outcome. 
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Short Thompson in for 15 years. ARC trial converted to micro-plasty.
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Dave Stulberg,   converting ARC to his  fit & fill short stem requires more lateral bone removal.
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J. Keggi anterior approach no problem with exposure.
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Mueller rasp works very well.
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J. Keggi anterior approach then conversion to K2.
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Anterior approach curved handle .
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Anterior approach first case.
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Anterior approach w/table hook ARC™ then converted to Micro-plasty.
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A tight canal : rasp fit flush however T-back hung up the stem 5-6 mm. MSA rasp does not cut for T-back.
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We have design features that provide for some fine-tuning of stem position and reduction of potential stem placement problems.
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You can start to see some distal bone remodeling with the ESKA stem.
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The proximal conical flair is a significant feature that other stems do not have.
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AU  HR trending down!  2008 7% indication down from 9% 2005
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Hip Resurfacing is trending down.
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